
A NOTE TO SUBSCRIBERS AND MEMBERS 

Recipients of the Fern Gazette will have noted that publication of the journal appears to
have fallen behind schedule over the last few years. Volume 17 was due to have been
completed by the publication of Parts 7 and 8 during 2006, whereas only Parts 1 to 5
have been issued until now. 

This apparent reduction in output is misleading. We have in fact produced more than
the scheduled number of pages in Volume 17 and also previously in Volume 16 but they
have been issued in over-size parts. We normally issue two parts per year, each of
approximately 40 pages, and 8 parts (i.e. approximately 320 pages) per volume. Volume
14 contained 312 pages and Volume 15, 308 pages. However, Volume 16, parts 1 to 8,
contained 481 pages, and already in Parts 1 to 5 of Volume 17 we have issued 312
pages. 

The main reason for issuing over-size parts during the last 5 years was the need to
publish papers from two Symposia, “Fern Flora Worldwide: Threats and Responses“
(2001) and “Ferns for the 21st Century” (2004), as they became available and without
undue delay. For the same reason, the parts were not published at regular 6-monthly
intervals.

Now that all the symposium papers have been published, future twice-yearly issues will
return to the usual size of approximately 40 pages.

In order to complete volume 17 and commence Volume 18 in 2007 as scheduled, this
issue has been numbered as “Parts 6,7 and 8”. Volume 17 will thus have a total of 368
pages.

We apologise if the recent variation in the size and irregular appearance of parts has
caused any difficulties but hope you will now be reassured that you have received the
full quota of pages, and more, for volumes 16 and 17.

In this part we are introducing the first of what we plan to be a series of mini-review
articles for the Fern Gazette. Our first invited review article is on pteridophyte cell
walls, by Dr Zoe Popper. We welcome offers of other review papers of that would be
of interest to our readership.

M. Gibby, A. Leonard (Editors)
November, 2006
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